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The single is following the hectic pace of the
mixtape, which debuted during the summer of
2014. The project includes not only new music,
but new in-studio antics from Ferg, including his
first time watching the NBA playoffs with
Future. The mixtape includes classics like Rich
Homie Quan’sDamn, featuring Roscoe Dash,
and one of the tracks he has called his most
personal to date,Dont Like.In a letter from Ferg
penned in for XXL, the rapper penned, “Dont
Like” finds Ferg on a dark night, lost in a crowd
of strangers he doesnt know. A woman, he
recalls, picks him up and offers to make him a
better man. The woman guides Ferg on a
journey that sees him into new worlds.
Released in June, Plain Jane serves as the lead
single from Fergs second mixtape Still Striving.
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The track received an official remix in
December featuring Nicki Minaj, which boosted
its popularity. The remix became DJcitys 10th
most-downloaded song of December and
peaked at No. 26 on Billboards Hot 100 in
January. It is Fergs highest-charting single to
date. After debuting last month over the radio
waves, A$AP Ferg has unveiledthe official video
for the single New Level. Alongside Future, the
trap-inspired track mixes Fergs unique flow
with Futures melodic skills to make one hard-
hitting cut. Seemingly a perfect way to move
into the New Year with some aggression, the
visual hosts a mix of black and white
complemented with color with a load of cameos
to top it off. Throughout the hyped video youll
see appearances from model Amina Blue, Nigel
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Sylvester and more. a$ap fergs got a new
single from his long live a$ap debut dropping
today, and it features his mentor asap rocky
and friends. the song is called new level, and
features some of the artistes favorite lines over
a nice beat. check out the video after the jump.
watch out for an interview with the guy next
week.
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